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The first Open AI Vision Appliance

OpenNCC IP4

Other Benefits

Cost effective
NO SERVICE FEES

Most cost effective Hardware
Solution. Alternative cloud-

based AI vision compute can
cost $ thousands/year.

Fast
REAL-TIME COMPUTING

PERFORMANCE

Faster deployment of
AI vision solution.

Simple
TRAINED ML MODELS

Simplifies integration of ML
algorithms into production

vision systems.

All-in-one
FULLY OPEN SOURCE

Eliminates the challenges
of optics, ISP tuning and
inference performance.

If your application requires an active internet connection, you can get
the OpenNCC IPC version, which has an integrated ethernet port.

Built-in
Ethernet port

OpenNCC IPC supports IP4, TCP/IP, HTTP, UDP, RTP, RTCP, RTSP, DHCP, FTP,
and ONVIF network protocols.

Communication
Infrastructure

It is ideal for motion analysis, patient authentication, inventory tracking
and other vision tasks in elderly care, hospitals and clinics.

Designed for demanding commercial applications

  High-quality images captured by a color image sensor with 8.3 MP and
4K resolution for demanding applications, even under challenging motion and
lightning conditions
  High Performance DL inference processing with 4 TFlops, Intel® Movidius™
Myriad™ Vision Processing Unit (VPU), to apply complex pre-trained  DL models on
real-life video in real time
  Device hardware is fully open to various Deep Learning toolkits and
frameworks - no lock-in to proprietary offerings

  Natively supported by AI development tools for fast deplyoment
  Multiple Versions available which are optimized in Size, Weight,
Power consumption and Cost

AI Results

Reliable:
Versatile:

Powerful:

Flexible:

Fast:
SWap-C:



OpenNCC provides AI vision hardware and software for
real-time video analytics based on Intel’s Myriad x VPU.

The natively sipported Intel® distribution of the OpenVino™
toolkit automatically maximizes the inference performance.
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Real Life Applications



OpenNCC is an industrial grade vision appliance for deep-learning
vision system developers that accelerates field deployment of

commercial AI vision solutions.

OpenNCC UB4

Plug & AI

Handle a wide variety of industrial vision challenges

Deliver comercial AI solutions fast

It is a revolutionary platform enabling testing, tuning, prototyping,
and providing real-time output from camera sensors on deep neural networks,

without the need for a network or cloud connection.

It is a low-power system-on-chip (SoC) used for deep learning and other artificial
intelligence vision applications ranging from drones, smart cameras,

and other devices to powerful vision sensors in factory automation thanks
to its C-mount lens and global shutter technology.

With the help of our custom-designed Software interface called OpenNCC View
you can load, deploy, and stream your Neural Network. It is fully customizable!



For more information, please contact us:
Website: www.eyecloud.ai
Support: www.openncc.com
E-mail: service@eyecloud.tech

OpenNCC is a production vision system with the AI vision
hardware and software for real-time ML application processing,

tightly-integrated with high-quality vision camera, ISP,
video processing and communications infrastructure.

Product Features

ML Inference Acceleration AIoT Appliance Management
Fully Integrated AI Vision HardwareMachine Vision Subsystem

Myriad X VPU up to 4TFlops

Internal Memory 16Gb

RJ45 + POE

USB Type-C 3.1

30 fps

8.3MP Sensor

OpenNCC SDK

OpenVINO Support

4K Resolution

Features
OpenNCC UB4 OpenNCC IP4


